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Something that has been bothering me today and is
making me cry. It is the conduct of @sallyrssll via her role
as a @PDASociety trustee in relation to my research.
Over last several months she has done various things such as 1)Told me that the
clinical descriptions by @DrJudes03 is not a behaviour profile.
2) Tried to interfere in my research by insisting an unvalidated semi-structured
interview created by Liz O’Nions and Fracesca Happe cannot be used to diagnose
PDA in non-autistic persons as it is against the wishes of Elizabeth Newson.
Specifically saying a checklist would be against Newson's wishes.
In relation to the first one. It is from this article here:
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/contentone/bild/gap/2018/00000019/00000002
/art00003
The criteria presented by @DrJudes03 are:
Early history
Resisting and avoiding the ordinary demands
Using social strategies as part of the avoidance
Appearing sociable on the surface
Excessive mood swings and impulsivity
Being comfortable in role play and pretence –
sometimes to an extreme extent
"Obsessive’ behaviour that is often social in nature
Sensory differences
Judy Eaton does describe PDA as a profile. One would note that these 8 key features
are similar to Elizabeth Newson’s. There are some differences, a major one being the
inclusion of “Sensory Difference”. @DrJudes03 also assumed PDA is an ASD.

The descriptions by @DrJudes03 are similar in nature to those by Elizabeth Newson:

https://adc.bmj.com/content/archdischild/88/7/595.full.pdf
My point here is that the "Key Features" of PDA described by Judy Eaton is a
behaviour profile in its own right.

The second point is a bit more complicated. The semi-structured interview in
question is this one:
https://acamh.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?
doi=10.1111%2Fcamh.12242&file=camh12242-sup-0001-Supinfo.pdf
Was created by Liz O'Nions and @HappeLab for O'Nions PhD research:
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf

Newson created her own diagnostic grouping “Pervasive Developmental Coding
Disorders in 1989.As she thought autism was too narrowly defined:
https://www.autismeastmidlands.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/Pathological-Demand-Avoidance-Syndrome.pdf
&
https://www.autismeastmidlands.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/Pathological-Demand-Avoidance-a-statistical-update.pdf

Newson wanted a diagnostic grouping that can benefit lay persons, including carers.
This diagnostic grouping eventually evolved into the "Autistic Family" diagram.

Newson has consistently shown over 15 years worth PDA scholarship, from 1989 to
2003 that mental disorder constructs should mainly benefit lay persons like
caregivers, teachers and professionals. I show how she did this.
Side point, but important did had consistently apologised for calling PDA,
"Pathological" Demand Avoidance:
https://www.autismeastmidlands.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/Pathological-Demand-Avoidance-Syndrome.pdf

How PDA is needed as other constructs were not helpful for parents and PDA is.

Here is Newson saying suggesting perhaps the best test for distinguishing a syndrome
from other ones, if persons identified with it make better sense to teachers/
caregivers.
Newson also knew she was reifying PDA when creating its behaviour profile.

Newson et al (2003, p599) state:
"Clearly, “hanging together as an entity” is not enough
if that entity is not significantly different from both autism
and Asperger’s syndrome, either separately or apart"
This is supported by how PDA is drawn separately and away from accepted autism
subtypes in her "Autistic Family" figure.

Must be noted accepted subtypes are based on triad of impairment and drawn
overlapping each other. This is not the case for PDA. Also PDA is based on deficits in
social identity, while autism has deficits in ToM.
Newson's clinic specialised in "coding" disorders, where persons struggle to process
aspects of communication or just not make sense of it. Newson's clinic also based in
one City, Nottingham. It is possible she research is affected by sampling bias.
It is more than plausible that PDA is more common that some think it is and less
narrow than some believe, i.e. how Asperger’s views on autism were more broader
than Kanner’s opinions on autism.
The points about “absence of evidence is not evidence of absence” and arguments
around rights to a diagnosis are equally applicable for non-autistic persons with PDA:

https://www.ingentaconnect.com/contentone/bild/gap/2018/00000019/00000002
/art00004
&

Research meeting report
On Tuesday 8th January 2019, the PDA Society hosted a research meeting to
share current findings, thinking and insights around the 'PDA profile’ of autism by
academic researchers and other stakeholde…
https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/research-meeting-report/

The PDA literature does indicate they exist:

(PDF) Pathological Demand Avoidance and the DSM-5: a rebuttal to Ju…
PDF | My article "Demand avoidance phenomena: circularity, integrity and validity –
a commentary on the 2018 National Autistic Society PDA Conference."... | Find,
read and cite all the research you n…
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/339240845_Pathological_Demand_Avoidanc…

It seems:

1) One could question @sallyrssll understanding of the PDA literature.
2) Newson would probably be perfectly fine with PDA being dx-ed in non-autistic
persons & in any method, if the diagnosis benefitted most caregivers/ teachers/
professionals.
That is why I cried as it seems @sallyrssll interference in my research to stop PDA
being diagnosed in non-autistic persons, as it undermines the @PDASociety position
PDA is an ASD profile.
Points of clarification. Newson had consistently apologising for calling PDA
"Pathological" Demand Avoidance.
Newson created her own diagnostic grouping “Pervasive Developmental Coding
Disorders in 1989. As she thought autism was too narrowly defined. There are other
reasons discussed above.
@Fidgety_Fucker has anyone told you Newson said people can transition between
PDA to autism & vice versa?
https://www.autismeastmidlands.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/Pathological-Demand-Avoidance-Syndrome.pdf
&
https://www.autismeastmidlands.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/The-familyof-pervasive-development-disorders.pdf

@FidgetyF_cker
Wing has repeatedly stated that autistic persons can transition between subtypes,
including here with Gould & Gillberg.

Autism spectrum disorders in the DSM-V: Better or worse than the DS…
The DSM-V-committee has recently published proposed diagnostic criteria for
autism spectrum disorders. We examine these criteria in some detail. We be…
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0891422210002647

Also applicable to PDA. My point is @DrJudes03 Rational Demand Avoidance group
seems to be PDA!

Sorry meant to tag @FidgetyF_cker instead.
Or in other words @FidgetyF_cker the definitions of PDA you seem to cling to,
appear to be: 1) Arbitrary. 2) Wrong!
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